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A procedure utilizing a unidirectional balloon tissue elevator/expander to improve the visualization, safety and efficiency of endoscopic carpal tunnel release 
 

Endoscopic techniques for carpal tunnel release involve one or two small incisions (less than 1 cm each) through which instrumentation is introduced including a synovial elevator, metal dilators, probes, knives, 
and an endoscope used to visualize the underside of  the transverse carpal ligament. Endoscopic carpal tunnel release has been criticized as having a steeper learning curve and a possible higher incidence of  
median nerve injury than the open procedure. Nevertheless, the use of  endoscopic carpal tunnel release has continued to spread due to patient demand and increased surgeon adaptation. 
Many types of  the endoscopic carpal tunnel release methods have been described, each with its own unique instrumentation and surgical protocol however, all require dissection in the carpal tunnel and 
exposure of  the undersurface of  the transverse carpal ligament by hard metal dilators and rasps. 
Instead of  using hard metal dilators and rasps to create space and clear synovium for visualization and exposure of  standard carpal tunnel endoscopic instrumentation we are describing a technique using an 
inflatable unidirectional balloon tissue expander. The expander in a minimally invasive fashion protects the median nerve and contents of  the carpal tunnel and with expansion (15-30 seconds) by stretching the 
soft tissues creates increased space in the carpal tunnel and clears synovium from the undersurface of  the transverse carpal ligament (TCL). After deflation and removal of  the balloon expander there is 
increased space in the carpal tunnel with improved visualization for the endoscope and cutting blade and standard transection of  the ligament is performed under direct endoscopic visualization. We also 
recommend that after transecting the TCL that the surgeon reinsert and reinflate the balloon (15 seconds) . The inflated balloon further stretches the incised edges of  the TCL opening the space and ensures the 
complete release of  the TCL. After deflation and removal of  the balloon device we recommend that the endoscope lens be rotated 180 degrees and the decompressed median nerve be visualized and optionally 
photographed for confirmation of  release. 
The entire procedure is performed through a 1 cm size volar wrist crease incision or optional dual portals as described by Chow compatible with conventional endoscopic carpal tunnel release systems. 
 

Conclusions 
 

•  Avoids hard metal dilatators and 
rasps in the carpal tunnel 

 
•  Unidirectional balloon protection 

of  the median nerve 

•  Balloon expansion increases 
space in the carpal tunnel and 
clears synovium off  the TCL 

•  Improves visualization for 
insertion of  standard endoscopic 
instruments for TCL release. 

•  Improves complete release of  
TCL 

 
•  Can be used with most types of  

endoscopic carpal tunnel release 
systems 


